HE L LO , W E A RE

MIDNIGHT SHERPA
Design-centric and technology-obsessed, we are a creative agency building
experiences that connect brands to their consumers, wherever they are, from
large-scale environmental exhibits to mobile content.
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WE ARE NOT A TYPICAL PRODUCTION STUDIO
We strive to understand your language. We adapt to your systems. We distill and elevate your ideals. As technicians
and storytellers alike we embrace the narrative behind every innovation.
As an extension of your team, we are mobilized to work adaptively and efficiently at both a top-down and detailed
level. Our design and animation always work to meet your marketing goals and deliver a product that is consistent
with how you want to be perceived by consumers.
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APPLIED MATERIALS
“WE WORK HERE” • BRAND FILM

VIE W PR OJEC T

https://simian.me/zcyk

Category:

Brand Film

Roles:

Creative Direction · Concept Development · Design · Animation
Compositing · Sound Design · Finishing & Integration

Tools:

Cinema 4D · Houdini · X-Particles · Redshift · After Effects · Premiere

Silicon Valley-based Applied Materials is a global leader in materials engineering
for semiconductors and flat panel displays. It’s a fascinating process that takes
place at an atomic scale – nearly one billionth of a meter! Known as the “The
Nanosphere,” we visualized this incredible unseen world in 3D, working closely
with the brilliant minds at Applied Materials to ensure scientific verity in the
tiniest of details.

The Nanosphere is an alien-like frontier. No visual references or tools exist at
its scale. In order to visualize this brilliant world, we had to become students
of materials engineering. We meticulously created each scene and the elements
within based on a combination of science and engineering factors, such as
temperature, atomic mass, chemical components, surface texture, height variety,
and known reflective qualities. Staying true to the science meant, at times,
foregoing traditional narrative conventions in favor of accuracy. Meanwhile, we
employed a wide variety of animation and production techniques to create the
otherworldly vignettes – each with its own compelling characteristics of form
and simulation.

Commissioned to celebrate the 60th anniversary of Applied Materials, the film
premiered as the anthemic coda to Applied Materials CEO Gary Dickerson’s
keynote address at the 2020 SEMICON West conference, which included
keynote speakers such as former U.S. Vice President Al Gore and legendary IBM
executive John Kelly III.

BEHIND THE SCENES
https://simian.me/svdtv
https://simian.me/3uzof
https://simian.me/mmwnc

TENCENT
WE SUMMIT • CONFERENCE TITLES

VIE W PR OJEC T

https://midnightsherpa.com/project/tencent/

Category:

Conference Titles · Experience Design

Roles:

Creative Direction · Concept Development · Environmental Design
Design · Animation · Compositing · Finishing & Integration

Tools:

Cinema 4D · X-Particles · Redshift · After Effects

Midnight Sherpa in collaboration with Framestore’s team in China created the
WE Summit opening film, a 3-minute experiential film to run as a prelude to
the conference. The opening piece was to be as grand in physical dimension
as it was in thematic scope. Three LED screens, custom built in Shenzhen and
spanning a total width of almost 300 feet would arc 180 degrees around the
audience in the circular venue to create an arresting cinematic experience.
Midnight Sherpa and Framestore developed a narrative centered around Janus,
the Roman god of past and future. Through Janus’ eye, we journey through
time, nature, astrology, technology, and beyond. A bold visual sense combined
with an energetic score by our friends at Yessian Music created a dynamic and
memorable installation on an epic scale.

The Beijing Exhibition Center served as the venue for the WE Summit event.
The circular theater provided a unique space that allowed us to immerse the
audience in the story. We had the opportunity to work closely with the crew in
Beijing to propose the shape and dimensions of the physical screen in order to
deliver the most impactful experience possible. As part of our scope of work,
Midnight Sherpa also created a VR experience integrating the space and content
so that viewers can experience the piece contextually.

With our theme focused on Janus and the passage of time, a narrative emerged
that chronicled scientific discoveries and tools throughout history. The piece
takes the audience on a journey through time through the lens of Janus himself.
Our process included in-depth research into ancient and modern scientific
disciplines as a foundation to our visual storytelling and design.

DOLBY CINEMA
“UNIVERSE” • THEATRICAL TECHNOLOGY DEMO

VIE W PR OJEC T

https://simian.me/1qr5

Category:

Theatrical Brand Film · Technology Demo · Stereoscopic 3D

Roles:

Creative Direction · Concept Development · Design · Animation
Compositing · Sound Design · Finishing & Integration

Tools:

Cinema 4D · Maya · Zbrush · After Effects · Nuke · Premiere · Flame

As one part of a long standing relationship with Dolby, Midnight Sherpa created
a breathtaking cinematic piece that would showcase the latest in picture and
Audio technology offered by Dolby.
This film was a Midnight Sherpa creation from concept, design, animation,
editorial, and compositing. Delivered as a 4k stereoscopic theatrical brand film
to be shown to Hollywood film makers interested in using the Dolby tech to
enhance the cinematic experience.

Created at Stereoscopic 3D 4K and optimized for Dolby Atmos and Dolby
Vision (Rec.2020), Dolby utilized this brand film as a vehicle to showcase the
technology not only to audiences, but to filmmakers in the industry to evangelize
on behalf of the Dolby Cinema. Midnight Sherpa worked closely with the Dolby
Marketing team to scrutinize every digital render, color and audio element to
be of the highest fidelity in order to deliver the most impact to the audience of
industry leaders.

DOLBY ATMOS
VR + HOME + CINEMA • PRODUCT TECHNOLOGY DEMOS

VIE W PR OJEC T

https://simian.me/f6tqc

Category:

Technology Demo

Roles:

Creative Direction · Concept Development · Design · Animation
Compositing · Web Optimization

Tools:

Cinema 4D · Octane · X-Particles · After Effects

We created a series of videos for Dolby Laboratories to showcase the
capabilities of Atmos, their proprietary audio technology for Cinema,
Home, and VR. The spots were designed and executed based on the
established Atmos style guide, bringing the existing brand to life. All
elements were designed with Dolby Atmos and 360º VR capability to
optimally showcase the technology.

DOLBY LABORATORIES
DOLBY ATMOS / VISION / FUSION • BRAND MNEMONICS

VIE W PR OJEC T

https://simian.me/4di5p
https://simian.me/954ks
https://simian.me/fq90q

“Atmos”
“Vision”
“Fusion”

Category:

Brand Mnemonic

Roles:

Creative Direction · Concept Development · Design · Animation · Compositing

Tools:

Cinema 4D · X-Particles · Redshift · After Effects

In 2020, Dolby underwent a major rebrand of their iconic logo. Given our
long history and fluency with their brand and technology, we were tapped
to create a series of mnemonic bumpers for their new branding roll out.
The updated style guide for Dolby allowed us a fresh take on a familiar
brief and gave us a lot more creative freedom to explore color and
object based audio in a abstract environment of form and light. Using a
combination of C4D, Houdini and Redshift, we concepted, designed, and
animated three 4k 60-frames per second elements optimized for the Dolby
Vision REC2020 color space.

ARCULUS
CAMPAIGN LAUNCH + BRAND FILMS

VIE W PR OJEC T

https://simian.me/2gwvu
https://simian.me/mxm0v
https://simian.me/tva95
https://simian.me/slqh4
https://simian.me/qjfcq
https://simian.me/8cwa2
https://simian.me/evzvm

Brand Launch Anthem
Brand Essence Piece
Microcontent: “3-Factor Authentication”
How-To: “Key Card”
How-To: “Setting Up”
How-To: “Restoring”
How-To: “Send/Receive”

Category:

Brand Launch Campaign Films

Roles:

Creative Direction · Concept Development · Design · Animation
Compositing · Sound Design · Finishing & Integration

Tools:

Cinema 4D · Houdini · X-Particles · Redshift · After Effects · Premiere

As digital currencies become ever more main stream so increases the demand
for secure storage solutions. The Arculus cold storage wallet is the size of a
credit card and can hold your crypto assets apart from any exchange or trading
platform. The ease of tap technology and the peace of mind of three factor
authentication make it a pioneer amongst other hardware wallets currently
available to consumers.
The world of crypto currencies can feel like a frenzied gold rush at times and
supporting products are constantly being released to capture the needs of the
crypto investors. Arculus knew they would need a strong launch with supporting
content across every platform in order to rise above the competition. Creative
agency Sky approached the team at Midnight Sherpa to concept and produce a
high production value campaign that would start with 60 second brand anthem
and product TVCs, then follow up with print and social assets. As a holistic
approach to managing digital currency, there was a lot of information to onboard
the users with. There was also a need for more supporting content to explain the
functions of the product and Arculus App.

Creating motion content to walk the consumer through the Arculus functions
required a literacy with the user experience and features of the Arculus wallet.
A series of short animated topics created a customer support library invaluable
for a tech product launch, especially one that offers financial asset management
and promises iron clad security. Midnight Sherpa built 3D product renders
using CAD data supplied by the product designers as well as a visualisation of
the Arculus mobile app, faithfully replicating the UI motion and design. A lot of
attention was put on the positioning of the brand from the design aesthetic to
the animation language of each video. The complete eco system of assets presents
Arculus in the same category as any of the leading tech products we use today.

SONOS
“SEE SAY” • PRODUCT / TECHNOLOGY DEMO

VIE W PR OJEC T

https://simian.me/y618

Category:

Technology Demo · In-Store Product Content

Roles:

Creative Direction · Concept Development · Design · Animation · Editorial

Tools:

Cinema 4D · After Effects · Premiere

“See Say” is an animated digital spot we created to articulate the premier listening
experience of home audio products by Sonos. The spot consists of visual
metaphors and abstractions synchronized to sonic landscapes echoing nature,
cinema, machinery, deep space and beyond.

Consciously steering its visual identity away from the tech-centric, clinical
aesthetic of consumer tech brands, Sonos tapped Midnight Sherpa to express
its “Brilliant Sound” slogan differently, using cinematic photo-real CG and
motion graphics in a style that felt native to the brand.
Sonic interactivity shaped each composition. We leaned towards the language
of motion to express the sound design, rather than concrete representations
of it. This naturally led to a music composer’s mindset to the animation, as we
explored rhythm, tempo, tone, timbre, and negative space in the piece.

SIEMENS
GLOBAL DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION • BRAND FILM

VIE W PR OJEC T

https://simian.me/50pr

Category:

Product Launch Film · Brand Anthem

Roles:

Creative Direction · Concept Development · Design · Animation · Compositing

Tools:

Cinema 4D · X-Particles · Redshift · After Effects · Premiere

We created this two-minute brand film to showcase Siemens’ manufacturing
legacy as it looks towards the future in helping manufacturers digitize their
processes – from virtual product design to IoT.

Siemens needed a way to visualize these intangibles of helping businesses
build digitally. We created a variety of scenes highlighting key solutions,
such as virtual prototyping, data-driven production planning, and
connectivity solutions for more informed designs. The result is a visual
narrative that is not only technical, but also resonates on a meaningful
subconscious level.

“Global Digital Transformation” premiered as part of a virtual event to
launch the Siemens online portal, which serves as the client hub.

JARVIS
DIGITAL CONTENT

VIE W PR OJEC T

https://midnightsherpa.com/project/jarvis

Category:

Digital Content · Product Rendering

Roles:

Creative Direction · CAD Integration · Modeling · Design · Animation · Compositing

Tools:

Cinema 4D · X-Particles · Redshift · After Effects

Jarvis Products has been a leading manufacturer of machinery for the food
industry for over 100 years. Their focus is to create next-gen processing
equipment for large-scale food handling operations, including robotic and self
sanitizing machinery, in order to create a more efficient and more hygienic
workplace that results in better food for us all.
With a new slate of products in development, the team at Jarvis Products
needed a complete website overhaul to match where they were heading as
a companyThe fresh face of Jarvis Products was to be more in tune with a
contemporary tech brand; clean design, minimal layouts and slick 3D product
renders demonstrating the efficiency of the new product line.

Midnight Sherpa worked closely with the management and product engineering
teams at Jarvis to deliver a catalog of highly-detailed, photoreal still and motion
assets of their products for use on their upcoming site. With a business to
business brand, the visual representations of products must be flawless, from the
texture of each component to the acceleration speed of a motor as one revolution
passes. Multiple working sessions with product designers and engineers were
needed to ensure extreme accuracy.
Additionally, some of their product technologies required visualizations
that could not be achieved by traditional live-action content, such as the
cooling system within the JLR 900. In these instances, Midnight Sherpa’s
visual development team concepted a look for each process before animation
production began.
Our product assets were then showcased within the re-envisioned website in
a striking display of stainless steel automation. As you can see, the detail of
craftsmanship in each instrument is evident throughout.

DESKTOP METAL
DIGITAL CONTENT

VIE W PR OJEC T

https://midnightsherpa.com/project/desktop-metal

Category:

Digital Content · Product Rendering

Roles:

Creative Direction · CAD Integration · Modeling · Design · Animation · Compositing

Tools:

Cinema 4D · X-Particles · Redshift · After Effects

Desktop Metal is an innovative company that started in 2015 and has reinvented
the metal fabrication process as we know it. They’ve made mass production
of high-fidelity parts even more accessible to engineers, designers, and
manufacturers, in a way that they couldn’t have thought possible before. Through
their line of 3D printing systems, the smallest of which is not much bigger than
an office laserjet printer, they have been able to greatly improve efficiency, reduce
material waste and bring down the cost of metallic parts creation.
They tapped our team here at Midnight Sherpa to craft a collection of CGI
product films ranging from sleek photoreal renders to detailed product demos
that come together to form the content core of DM’s online presence.

Working in close communication with their marketing and engineering teams,
we put our talents to work and used industrial design models, as well as complex
data points, to create beautiful, yet meticulously precise, content depicting the
intricate stages of their manufacturing process. Resulting in our team delivering
pieces that reflect a deep understanding of the technology developed by Desktop
Metal, as well as the physical qualities of the materials they use.

+
2018 OLYMPICS
CLOSING CEREMONY • INTEGRATED MOTION CONTENT

VIE W PR OJEC T

https://vimeo.com/345966839/2951a76aaf

Category:

Integrated Motion Content

Roles:

Art Direction · Look Development · Design
Animation · Compositing · Finishing

Tools:

Cinema 4D · X-Particles · Redshift · After Effects

Midnight Sherpa worked with the IOC and the Beijing 2022 Olympic
Committee under the direction of Zhang Yimou and Framestore
China to design and animate projection-mapped motion graphics for
the closing ceremony of the 2018 Olympics in PyeongChang, South
Korea. The various animated elements were created to interact with live
dancers as well as robotic-controlled screens which traversed the arena
during the live broadcast.

IPG MEDIABRANDS
D100 • BRAND LAUNCH FILM

VIE W PR OJEC T

https://midnightsherpa.com/project/ipg-mediabrands/

Category:

Brand Launch

Roles:

Creative Direction · Concept Development · Design · Animation · Compositing

Tools:

Cinema 4D · Octane · After Effects

Midnight Sherpa worked with IPG’s Global Growth Group to develop
an engaging animation to illustrate and clearly explain the D100’s
complex methods and evaluations. The D100 was unveiled at 2016
Cannes by Eric Schmidt, Executive Chairman of Google and Jonah
Berger, professor at University of Pennsylvania and was received with
great enthusiasm. Midnight Sherpa worked closely with the client on
concept and ideation.

To help explain how the D100 works to a broad audience, we found
it was best to reinterpret the complex information into an easily
understandable narrative. Using familiarity as a communication device,
basic geometric shapes were selected to represent the various players in
the narrative. The personification and simplification of these ideas and
themes made for a more easily digestible and fun narrative.
Assigning roles to each personified company was the next logical step
to visualize a metaphor of the D100’s process and assessments. Viewer
engagement was enhanced by way of dynamic motion design and the
assigning a de facto protagonist. The D100 uses four pillars to rank
brands; Responsiveness, Innovation, Sociability, and Agility. Using a
maze as a framing device, these four pillars were visually transformed to
depict how brands are measured in a changing global economy.

OMNICELL
ILLUMINATE 2021 • CONFERENCE TITLES

VIE W PR OJEC T

https://simian.me/s4br6

Category:

Conference Title

Roles:

Creative Direction · Concept Development · Design · Animation · Compositing

Tools:

Cinema 4D · X-Particles · Redshift · After Effects

Omnicell is a company that has built great success on streamlining
the delivery and tracking of prescription medication products using
technology-enabled solutions paired with a cloud data platform.
Leveraging advanced robotics and software development to elevate
patient care to new levels of safety and efficiency.
Creative agency First Person enlisted the help of Midnight Sherpa to
create a 30-second branded introduction film for Omnicell’s ‘Illuminate
2021’ virtual conference that brought together over 1500 professionals
from the field of medication management.

Working alongside the brand and agency teams, Midnight Sherpa
created a 3D animation language and flow that mimics the seamless
automation of Omnicell’s system to visually tell their story. The result
is a beautiful representation of the complete Omnicell workflow from
scanning to tracking and dispensing medication at high volume.

RIOT GAMES
WORLDS 2021 • EVENT LAUNCH

VIE W PR OJEC T

https://simian.me/gi9xi

Category:

Logo Animation · Event Launch

Roles:

Creative Direction · Concept Development · Design · Animation · Compositing

Tools:

Cinema 4D · X-Particles · Redshift · After Effects

Worlds must be one of the biggest tournaments in the Esports calendar.
22 teams from 11 regions battle it out in the multiplayer game League
of Legends for a multi million dollar prize going to the winning team.
2021 was particularly challenging as the live event had to be moved
from China to Iceland due to the pandemic. Additionally, the opening
ceremony music performances had to be shot separately in a sound stage
in the UK, production designed to be a street scene from the animated
series Arcane. Which incidentally is the first of Riot games’ IP to be
produced as a series for streaming giant Netflix.

Creative agency Possible approached Midnight Sherpa with a
brief to create a branded intro to the opening ceremony they were
producing. Using the Riot games logo, an energetic branded motion
piece referenced the Riot games’ video game properties as well as
incorporating elements of the Arcane series. The first full length
trailer of which would follow this intro. Midnight Sherpa were able to
blend the illustrative elements and 3D textures from the series within
their renders. A true mixed discipline motion piece incorporating cell
animation, 3D FX and 2D motion elements for an electric burst of
branding before the Arcane trailer premiere.

SHROUD
LIVESTREAM INTRO

VIE W PR OJEC T

https://simian.me/s7fp

Category:

Gaming · E-Sports · Livestream Intro

Roles:

Creative Direction · Concept Development · Design · Animation
Compositing · Sound Design · Finishing & Integration

Tools:

Cinema 4D · X-Particles · Arnold · Redshift · After Effects · Premiere

We created a 3D-animated Twitch opener for video game prodigy Michael
“Shroud” Grzesiek, who recently reunited with the world’s leading live streaming
platform. The opener introduces Shroud’s streaming sessions, priming viewers
to enter his world as a premier gamer in the first-person shooter genre, while
celebrating what Shroud fans celebrate: his remarkable shooting accuracy.

The visual style is based on the larger brand ecosystem created by Loaded’s inhouse branding and design team for Shroud. Starting with a close-up of Shroud’s
gun scope, the camera accelerates towards his iris, rendering a fantastical tunnel
of blue light before a kinetic logo reveal punctuates the animated journey.
The gun scope was the perfect point of view to tell our story. We pathed the
entire animated sequence with a single z-directional camera move, using the
custom sound design to enhance the motion and spatiality of the piece, while
building momentum towards the big logo reveal.

STAR CITIZEN
“ARES STARFIGHTER” • LAUNCH TEASER

VIE W PR OJEC T

https://midnightsherpa.com/project/star-citizen-ares-star-fighter/

Category:

Gaming · Launch Teaser

Roles:

Creative Direction · Concept Development · Design · Animation · Compositing

Tools:

Cinema 4D · X-Particles · Redshift · After Effects

2020 marks the 8-year anniversary of Star Citizen’s announcement as it
continues to leap bounds in achieving a frontier-less playing environment.
CitizenCon is an annual event where game creator and Cloud Imperium
Games founder Chris Roberts can connect with the player base and deliver
announcements on the game’s development. Star Citizen’s devout fan base is
mostly attributed to the expansive and seemingly limitless universe replete with
real-time rendering server capabilities that create a seamless transition from one
world to the next.

Midnight Sherpa was briefed to create a conference package for the 7k
resolution stage presentation as well as a versatile streaming package for the
legion of fans watching from home. With the theme of space exploration,
we created a series of cinematic titles and stage graphics for each speaker
and category. By optimizing the spacecraft from the game’s rich library
of assets, we designed and produced a suite of abstract interstitial and
environmental imagery as the core design theme for the package.

STAR CITIZEN: INVICTUS 2950
EVENT TRAILER

VIE W PR OJEC T

https://simian.me/kn6am

Category:

Gaming · Event Trailer

Roles:

Creative Direction · Concept Development · Design · Animation · Compositing

Tools:

Cinema 4D · X-Particles · Redshift · After Effects

Star Citizen, the upcoming PC multiplayer space sim, is one of the most exciting
and groundbreaking games in development. Notable as one of the highestfunded crowdfunding projects of all time. Invictus Launch Week is an annual
in-game event similar to the real-life US Navy Fleet Week with the same fanfare,
aerial displays, and military demonstrations. Like Fleet Week, Invictus promotes
recruitment to the UEE Navy, the in-game armed forces division securing the
galaxy from pirates and criminals.

To promote the event the Creative team at Cloud Imperium Games created a
2-minute cinematic trailer. CIG recruited Midnight Sherpa to conceptualize and
produce sequences for the film which evoke the design aesthetic of classic 20thcentury wartime recruitment print campaigns. We designed a series of posters
and holographic OOH media that appear throughout the cinematic as a portal to
animated vignettes that were designed and realized in the same style. Premiering
across social media channels and YouTube at the launch of the event, the Invictus
trailer served as the anthemic centerpiece of the event.

STAR CITIZEN: INVICTUS 2951
EVENT TRAILER

VIE W PR OJEC T

https://simian.me/jvrvz

Category:

Gaming · Event Trailer

Roles:

Creative Direction · Concept Development · Design · Animation · Compositing

Tools:

Cinema 4D · X-Particles · Redshift · After Effects

In a repeat engagement with Cloud Imperium Games to promote Invictus launch
week, Midnight Sherpa were invited to push even deeper into the Star Citizen
universe. Repurposing 3D game assets, the cinematic trailer was interspersed with
epic space battle scenes showcasing the complexity of the systems tech used by the
UEE fleet . An entire UI eco system was created to imagine what every facet of
naval navigation and weaponry systems might look like in the year 2951.
The concept design team at Midnight Sherpa took the existing cartography and
supplementary mission data from the game and re-imagined them through the
lens of contemporary feature film sci-fi design. Condensing the Star Citizen
playable game universe into a digestible dimensional star map, then constructing
a UI design system for the UEE Naval fleet. We leveraged the incredible trove of
Star Citizen branding elements, inclusive of logo marques for ship manufactures
and style guides for military branches all adding to the richness of our final design.

We also took to reskinning the starships, tanks and ballistics from the game
to create a look that is distinguishable from that of the game engine for
the viewer. Our team was able to blend POV action with mission control
viewpoints in order to support a narrative thread that ran through star
systems and military operations.
In keeping with a trend popular in real-life military recruitment marketing,
the cutaway scenes we crafted give us a glimpse of the mission planning
and supporting data systems that drive a military objective. The war map
itself, or ‘Hub’, becomes a narrative device to seamlessly move between
missions, providing the audience with a satellite view of the interest zones
and a window into the strategy of a UEE Navy military campaign they’ll
experience in the game.

AUDI IAA
“THE POWER OF FOUR” • INSTALLATION CONTENT

VIE W PR OJEC T

https://midnightsherpa.com/project/the-power-of-four/

Category:

Installation Content · CG Photorealism

Roles:

Creative Direction · Concept Design · CAD Optimization · Modeling · Texturing
Look Development · Animation · Compositing · Finishing

Tools:

Cinema 4D · Vray · After Effects

Audi debuted a new line of cars in Frankfurt, Germany during the
International Motor Show (IAA), the world’s biggest motor show.
Constructing a stand-alone exhibit equipped with their new fleet
mounted atop massive screens, visitors found themselves in a fully
immersive installation. The resulting experience was a reflection of
Audi’s advanced technology and their bold design philosophy.
Midnight Sherpa partnered with Zoar to create content for each of the
four screens within the installation, each with its own mounted vehicle
and set of features. The animation and physical cars were synchronized
across all screens to work in unison during the show. With resolution
parameters set at 12k, photo-real CG renders of the fleet were animated
to interact with the automobiles mounted on each screen. The result
was a seamless merging of the physical with the digital.

Our goal was to create content that would seamlessly marry the physical
aspects of the installation to the digital. By utilizing the hexagonal theme
present throughout the architectural space of the show, a shape-shifting
modular road was rendered to interconnect the two words while
animating through all four screens of the space. As the real-life physical
cars rotated on the screen, their digital counterparts appeared beneath
them on the LED screens. All elements were created to match the exact
movements of the physical automobiles. The resulting experience was
a groundbreaking immersive installation that places both the bold
aesthetic of Audi’s design philosophy and advanced technology of their
new fleet on fully display.

VETERANS AFFAIRS
“SHIFT” • PSA

VIE W PR OJEC T

https://simian.me/miqe

Category:

Non-Profit · Public Service Announcement

Roles:

Creative Direction · Concept Development · Design · Animation · Editorial

Tools:

Cinema 4D · After Effects · Premiere

This :60 PSA for the Department of Veterans Affairs addresses the struggles and
mental health issues veteran face adjusting to life after service – and the signs that
their loved ones should look for in helping them assimilate back into society.
The subjects in the PSA are all real veterans, and the words projected on their
faces are from the transcripts of the real and painful stories they share. It was
important to retain a sense of authenticity and humanity in the piece by not
distracting with too much post-production or VFX.

AMERICAN LUNG ASSOCIATION
“I CAN’T WAIT” • PSA

VIE W PR OJEC T

https://midnightsherpa.com/project/ala/

Category:

Non-Profit · Public Service Announcement

Roles:

Creative Direction · Concept Development · Copywriting
Design · Animation · Compositing · Music + VO Direction

Tools:

Cinema 4D · Octane · Turbulence FD · After Effects

Midnight Sherpa crafted a public service announcement for ALA’s
Smokefree LA campaign. From concept to script and design to
animation, we wanted to tell a familiar story in a new way. Rather than
recite data and statistics, we opted on creating a simple yet poignant
narrative. By representing early life milestones via toys on a mobile, the
story weaves through a hopeful tapestry of an infant’s yet unrealized
aspirations. The gut-wrenching juxtaposition of a lit cigarette embedded
among the parade of innocent symbols set in the safe space of a nursery
felt singularly powerful.

Our design process included an exhaustive survey of spaces, objects, and
atmospheres. The bedroom was crafted to evoke a shared experience
known to parents and families. The bespoke background elements were
meticulously detailed to authentically evoke a newborn’s room. Our
script was developed concurrently with the elements of the mobile, each
symbolically representing a future milestone for our character.

BERNHARDT
“ENDLESS POSSIBILITIES” • BRAND FILM

VIE W PR OJEC T

https://midnightsherpa.com/project/bernhardt/

Category:

Brand Film

Roles:

Creative Direction · Concept Development · Design · Animation
Compositing · Sound Design

Tools:

Cinema 4D · Arnold · After Effects

Created in collaboration with furniture designers from around the
world, Bernhardt’s Harmony line offers over 10,000 possible options
for businesses to furnish their professional spaces. This left us with
the challenge of illustrating the diversity and vibrancy of the entire
collection without resorting to a typical retail catalogue experience.
Our answer was an original short film that combined bespoke
animation with a playful soundtrack. Working with our friends and
partners at Ming Tai Consultancy and 3DAR, we rendered each item
in the Harmony line in stunning detail, paying close attention to the
textiles, woods, and metals that define Bernhardt Furniture.
The result is an elegant piece of video content that showcases the
diversity and quality of the Harmony line while embodying the joy and
levity of the Bernhardt brand.

THANK YOU

970 North Broadway Suite 101
Los Angeles, CA 91002
323.505.8259
www.midnightsherpa.com

